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Abstract - In virtual reality, the fast rendering of trees is
always a difficult part of scene rendering, so it is a challenge to
render a large scale of trees with rich geometric details. We present a
new method to get fast and real rendering. The LOD technique and
Billboard technique are both combined in applying in the rendering
method based on OSG to realize the fast requirement, and GPU
technique is adopted to realize the swinging effect, in order to be
more real, shadow map technique is also utilized in the method. The
method is proved to be feasible to simulate large scale of tree scene.
Index Terms – OSG, LOD, Billboard, virtual reality, GLSL

2. Related Work
A lot of efforts have been done in the tree modelling and
rendering because of the complexion and difficulty. In
summary there exist two main directions: image-based
rendering (IBR) and geometry-based rendering (GBR). Fig 1
shows the two main directions.
A.

Modelling of the trees and the terrains
Maya is the 3D developing tool that enables the
modelling of any terrains with the stages which are modelling,
material, texture-mapping, and light. The modelling is shown
in Fig 2
OSG constructs scene with tree structure to improve the
efficiency of rendering and transforming models by callback
functions which is convenient to achieve rendering effect[1].

1. Introduction
OSG ( Open Scene Graph) Graphics Engine is a kind of
software engine based on OpenGL, which allows the
programmers to write graphic programs with high
performance and cross-platform quickly and conveniently[1] [2].
The requirement of fast and real rendering of virtual scenes in
virtual reality is more and more sophisticated, owing to its
high performance, OSG technique is widely applied in virtual
reality field.3D studio Maya is a popular software in 3D
design and plays an important role in 3D modelling[3][4].
Fast scene rendering with high reality is a significant and
challenging subject in virtual reality. Tree rendering
determines the effect of the scene rendering to some degree. In
the tree rendering process, it highlights the rendering time and
the frame. As is known tree modelling usually uses polygons
to build its shapes, so in the circumstance a lot of trees contain
a number of polygons, such as a forest with 5000 trees can
contains 1 billion polygons.
In this paper, the OSG terrain and detailed models are
created by Maya software and exported as ANSIC file of OSG
with osgEXP plug-in based on OSG (Open Scene Graph)2.8.2.
Besides the billboard model is pre-processed from the OSG
model in billboard technique. We present a new method to
render the trees that integrates a set of techniques to render
highly detailed trees with real-time shadows and swinging
effect of the trees. Because a lot of trees contain many
polygons, to get fast effect, we combine IBR and GBR method.
We invent a scene management especially to manage different
parameters including the parameters of LOD. Different OSG
models with different details are transferred and the nearer the
distance is, the more detailed model is used, and the most
coarse model is a pre-processed billboard model. Then we
apply an improved shadow mapping to achieve soft shadow
effects. In the end, the GPU technique is adopted to realize the
swinging effect of the trees on the basis of simplification of
the wind in the directions.
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B.

Modeling from Maya to OSG

Image-based rendering
Image-based rendering is a well-known approach used to
render trees[5]. Imposter[6] and billboard[7] are the most
sufficient methods of image-based rendering. Billboard
technique theory is: a graph is drawn on a surface of a polygon
to the view point, while the view point varies, the polygon
changes its direction. In the rendering process, the new pose
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and orientation of the panel with the camera can allow the
rendering scene a 3D effect by a 2D texture. Billboard theory
is shown in Fig 3. In the paper we process the models in
billboard as is shown in Fig 4 and Fig 5.
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In this paper, we combine the billboard and the LOD to
process the models .In order to get the perfect vision, we
balance the reality and the fast request, so in the background
we use the OSG models pre-processed by billboard, and in the
view frustum we adopt the more detailed OSG models. And
the distance between the trees and the camera is the criteria
that distinguish whether the tree is in the view frustum or in
the background. Besides the distance can be decided by us.

Billboard theory

D.

Shadow map technique
Shadow map[10] is a kind of shadow algorithm based on
images. Its idea is as follows: There is an object in the shadow
area, there for sure exists an obstacle between the object and
the light. Therefore the shadow area is definite as long as the
distance between the receiver and the light and the distance
between the obstacle and the light are definite when rendering.
Shadow map algorithm is based on depth buffer, so it can
create shadows for any obstacle. With the graph processing
nowadays, shadow map algorithm can calculate shadows
efficiently. In the paper, first we adapt the shadow map
algorithm to generate the dynamic shadows. But the aliasing
problem is obvious in the shadow map sampling rates near the
view-point is much higher than others and the aliasing
problem occurs[7] as is shown in Fig 7. Many techniques have
been exploited in the anti-aliasing resolution. One of the most
popular methods is perspective shadow map (PSM) [11]. It
generates more samples in the centre of the projection and
fewer samples to the edge by create a perspective
transformation by rendering the shadow map. Another popular
approach is parallel-split shadow map (PSSM), which splits
the view frustum into different depth ranges. The view
frustum is splited by split planes paralleled to the view plane.
And the shadow maps for them are rendered. Such we can get
soft shadow map that is more realistic to the real world.
In this paper we adopt the improved perspective Shadow
Map to render the shadows as shown in Fig 8.

C.

Geometry-based rendering
Geometry-based rendering is a well applied approach to
render tree[8]. LOD technique is very common in the
geometry-based rendering. LOD is short for Levels of
Details[9] Clark brought about in 1976. LOD technique is
mainly adopted in rendering complex scenes quickly. Owing
to the limitation of our visions, the requirements for the
complexion of the models in different areas are quite different,
therefore, we can determine whether the detailed model or the
coarse model is loaded when we are loading the same scene
model at different distance from the camera. LOD technique
determines resource allocation of scene rendering, and it
decreases the sides and the degree of detail of insignificant
objects to improve the rendering efficiency as is shown in Fig
6. LOD0 loads the most detailed models, and then LOD1
loads the less detailed models and so forth.
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aliasing shadow maps

vector of the wind at sometime can be decomposed into the
sum of the average wind and the pulse wind as is shown in (1).

    d

Fig.8

(1)

Wind has an effect on the trees mainly manifesting in the
branches and the leaves bending and offsetting. The degree is
determined by the direction and the velocity of the wind. In
mechanical analysis, we decompose the instantaneous vector
of the wind into the horizontal one ( 1 ) and the vertical one
( 2 ). The horizontal wind ( 1 ) is the cause that the trunk tilts
to some degree in the horizontal direction, and the vertical
wind is the reason that the branches move up and down in the
vertical direction. Because the horizontal component of the
wind is enough to simulate the real world and fast rendering of
the trees in GLSL requires some simplification, only the effect
of the horizontal component of the wind is calculated. For
simplification, the direction angle and the tilt angle is
generated under the horizontal component of the wind as is
shown in Fig 10.

improved shadow maps

E.

GLSL tree swing based on GPU
GLSL is a high-level shading language of OpenGL based
on C/C++, and contains three types of shaders including
vertex shaders, fragment shaders and geometry shaders. The
main use of GLSL is to work as an API of GPU to render the
scenes efficiently[12]. The process of GLSL is shown in Fig 9.
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GLSL shading process

wind model

For the simplified mechanical model, the deformation
equation is shown in (2):

The traditional pipeline rendering process of the 3D
graphs simplifies the developing processes, but the fixed
processing modes and the inflexibility of the processing
procedure lead to the result that it is difficult to achieve more
difficult simulations for the scenes and it constrains the
development for the scene graph. However in the GPU
programming rendering, we substitute vertex shader for the
transformation, the light calculation and the projection
transformation in the pipeline and therefore it is easy to
calculate the light, deal with the shadows and other
calculations easily. GPU programming[13] can transfer all the
vertices to the vertex shader to process in the same way
parallelly and automatically due to its stream line data transfer.
GPU provides the programmable rendering method for the
pixel data. In fragment shader, multi-texture mapping,
multi-scene mixing can be realized and more vivid rendering
effects are also available. In GPU programs, GLSL is a
convenient and easy language, so we adapt the GLSL to
realize the swinging effect of the trees.
Wind is the cause to swing the trees, and wind consists of
the wind direction and the velocity in mechanics[14]. The
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In (2),  l  0 is one of the components of

 l , area

(2)

is

the area of the tree facing the wind, stiffness means the
stiffness coefficient of the trunk simply ranging from zero to
one, when stiffness is zero, it means that there is no wind
affecting the wind, while when the stiffness is one, it means
that the wind has the most effect on the tree, leading to the
result that the tilt angle of the tree reaches the expected
maximum angle angleMax . angleMax of different trees is
different, and it is decided by experience. Owing to the
determinacy of the angle  , the achievement of rendering of

 is enough to meet the demand of the tree animation. In the
real process of simulation, a parameter that can change with
the time is enough to simulate to the motion of the tree swing.
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In this paper, we ignore  to simplify the swaying
model to get real and fast rendering effect. The whole swaying
effect is shown in Fig 11.

TABLE III

frame

Non-swaying trees

Swaying trees

57

47

Conclusions and Prospects
In this paper we combine the LOD and the Billboard
techniques to alter the OSG tree models and the
OSG-Billboard tree models dynamically. In this paper we
bring about a simplified method of swaying tree rendering
based on the GPU programming technique combined with the
OSG technique. We adapt the soft shadow.
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3. Results
All the tests have been performed on an Intel（R）Xeon
(R)W3530 with 6GB of RAM and a NVDIA GeForce GTX
470 graphics card. C++ and OSG are the main engines for the
rendering and GLSL is the main development tool of GPU
programs to render the scene with more than 1000 trees.
Some results of the experiment are in the following
tables:
The frame comparison of the LOD determination is
shown in Table I:
TABLE I

Full detailed models

Full billboard models

43

60

frame

The frame comparison of the
non-shadow effect is shown in table II:

shadow and the

TABLE II

frame

shadow

Non-shadow

49

57

The frame comparison of the swaying trees and the
non-swaying trees is shown in Table III.
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